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Clustering district heat exchange stations using smart meter consumption data

Contrary to electricity smart meter data analysis, little research regarding district heat smart meter data has been published. Previous papers on smart meter data analytics have not investigated autocorrelation in smart meter data. This paper examines district heat smart meter data from the largest district heat supplier in Denmark and autocorrelation is identified in the data. The K-Means algorithm is not able to take autocorrelation into account when clustering. We propose different data transformation methods to enable K-Means to account for this autocorrelation information in the data by using wavelet transformation and autocorrelation features. Our results show that the K-Means yield acceptable clustering results for district heat data when clustering normalized data, inclusion of autocorrelation improves the clustering. The clusters on normalized data are similar to the wavelet transformed clusters, where the autocorrelation has been accounted for. The clustering achieved with the autocorrelation transformation yields finer clusters through accounting for autocorrelation. We are not able to statistically show a difference between the transformations. All transformations result in shadowing clusters, but the autocorrelation transformation generates fewer shadow clusters and reduce the number of dimensions from 744 to 24, resulting in a dramatic reduction in K-Means runtime.
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